Bell Ringer

Write a paragraph in your binders from the perspective of someone during an earthquake.
What do you know? – 4 mins

Fill out the first TWO columns of your KWL chart about the 2010 earthquake in Haiti
Where is Haiti?
Zooming in...
4 level map analysis
Haiti Earthquake
Haiti Earthquake
Haiti Earthquake
Haiti Earthquake
Haiti Earthquake
Group Timeline Activity

Groups of 3 or 4. Each person will have a different role

Role 1- before person
Role 2- during person
Role 3- after person

These three people will read the articles and look at the pictures to figure out what was going on in Haiti before, during, and after the earthquake in 2010.

Groups of 4 will have a vocabulary person as well.

Groups will do the following:

1. Read the articles
2. Take notes according to your role
3. Create a timeline of the earthquake in Haiti
4. Paste your notes to the other side of the construction paper
Revisit KWL

Fill in the 3rd column of your KWL
Pop Quiz!!

Get clickers for a quiz on what you just read and a review from Unit 2